Laboratory Task: Exploring the KM Lab

1. Go to the KM Lab page by following the links. From the SIMS home page, select the Research option and then the Knowledge Management Research Program. Click on the KM Lab Banner.

   Click on the KM Products tab at the top of the page.

   Register as a Member using your own login and password. Otherwise use:
   
   Login: frada001
   Password: frada001

   Do a search on one of the Categories (in the first drop-down list box) that is most relevant to you. What products get listed?
   Try ‘Document/Records Management’. What is the entry for Docushare?

   Now choose a Manufacturer you are familiar with. What products do they produce? What products are listed under Microsoft? What products are listed under WordWare

   Type “intelligence” as a keyword in the Keyword box. What 2 types of products are listed?

2. Go to KM Research Program page and click on the link to the prototype labelled: Olympic Knowledge Transfer website Prototype

   This is a prototype system designed to handle knowledge/information relevant to the Olympics.

   To what extent do you think this system satisfies the requirements of a knowledge management system?
   What are the main tools that are being used in this site?